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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Actions

Acting Dean- We have appointed 2 new research fellows with link 

in the industry. 

AD- MA Design Management will be forecasting future work with 

the Science Museum.

Technical Support Manager- The College is still piloting an initiative 

to open the Digital Space, during term time, until 10pm Mon-Fri 

and 10am - 5pm on Saturdays. The area provides access to 

specialist software, meeting pods and a making space equipped 

with cutting matts and guillotines. 

TSM- Four new printers have been purchased to improve digital 

reprographics. The new Printers replicate many of the functions of 

the XEROX large volume printers and will relieve pressure in the 

area over hand in periods. 

TSM- From January 2016 the Print Space extended opening hours 

across the whole week and the facility is now open until 7pm. 

TSM- The pilot to allow 3rd Year Students extra access to key 

resources across certain weeks of the Easter Term ran 

successfully. Student numbers were collected across all areas and 

findings will be presented to College Executive to assess whether 

similar access will run next year. 

Design Fest

MA Interaction 

Design 

Communication

Rep- The opportunity to participate in Design Fest was great.

Collaboration

BA Design 

Management & 

Cultures

Rep- The collaborative project with Spatial Design was a great 

opportunity. 

Show BA Spatial Design
Rep- Final Major Project went really well, excited for the Degree 

Show.

Technical
BA Graphic & 

Media Design

Rep- Print and type workshops are really popular. Staff in library, 

print finishing and digital are good.

Updates

Positives

Acting Dean
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Late 

submisson

Reps- We are concerned about the CTS marking penalties 

regarding digital submission. If we are late by even half a minute 

it's capped highly. Could the policy be changed based on how late 

it is instead?

AD- This is UAL policy therefore can't change. 

Time management is the issue and you 

shouldn't be leaving it last minute. It will be 

problematic when we become flexible about it.

Rep- When submitting work in classroom in person it's often down 

to the teacher's judgement and discretion about who is deemed to 

be late or not. There is no way for teacher to accurately know who 

is late. It's not clear. 

AD- Same rule should apply to in-person hand-

in. If there is a specific case then speak to me. 

Rep- Could a tap-in attendance system be able to resolve the 

problem?

AD- Interesting idea. Perhaps we will move to 

that going forward.

Mentoring
Mentorship 

scheme

MA Interaction 

Design 

Communication

Rep- I have been assigned a graphic designer as an industry 

mentor which doesn't make sense to me. It's no use to me. What 

is the process of assigning mentors?

AD- There are different ways of looking at 

mentors, perhaps that person's skills could 

have been relevant to you anyway. I don't know 

the exact details but will find out from the 

Mentoring Manager.

AD to speak to the Mentoring 

Manager. 

Library

Lack of 

access to 

specific 

journals

MA Games 

Design
Rep- There is lack of access to wider journals.

AD- Course leader is getting together lists of 

journals to library for Games Design. You can 

request specific journals through course team. 

Printing
Network and 

online system

BA Graphic and 

Media Design

Reps- Network doesn't work on new printers. There is also lack of 

online system to save time queuing. Could there be a web-to-print 

system?

TSM- We had major staff changes last year. 

We have reviewed online systems and will 

continue to review this summer. We don't want 

to integrate something without pilot. We will be 

putting on more workshops before final 

deadline. 

Equipment Laser cutter
BA Graphic and 

Media Design
Reps- Why is laser cutter free in Chelsea but not here?

TSM- Historically the laser cutter has had to be 

self funded for a temporary staff member. I will 

take it to the Head of Technical and mention it. 

TSM to speak to the Head of 

technical about having free 

laser cutter facility.

Staffing Staffing issue
BA Graphic and 

Media Design

Reps- In letter press, print finishing and lithography there are 6 

rotating members of staff. But only 2 can use the inkjet printer and 

only 1 can use lithography (who is also one of the inkjet users). 

Can other staff be trained to use them? 

TSM- I will take that back. We have had staff 

changes with junior roles having come in. Day 

to day challenge is skill sets concentrated on 

certain areas. Definitely something to be 

improved upon. We will look into allowing third 

floor guillotine to be used. We are looking into it 

and would pilot if necessary.

TSM to look into having more 

staff trained in all areas. 

Access

Access to 

colleges for 

guests

BA Graphic and 

Media Design

Reps- There is no clarity on bringing guests to the building. The 

procedure in unclear.

AD- You need to book with the Information 

Centre. A member of staff has to sign in any 

visitors. 

AD to look in to clarity and 

see if there are any 

documentation of the 

procedure. 

BA Graphic and 

Media Design
Marking

In person 

submission
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New 

building

New building 

project
Various Reps- We want to know a bit more about the new building project.

SU- The was a College Forum that took place 

in March. It contained information about the 

new building. Infromation from this can be 

circulated. 

AD- There was an exhibition with model for a 

short period of time. There will be meeting soon 

with student feedback.

SU to circulate information on 

the new building.

Lack of 

cleanliness in 

workshops

BA Graphic and 

Media Design

Reps- The workshops are not in a good condition. There is lack of 

cleanliness in workshops and the office in lithography. 

Facilities Manager- We have one cleaner on 

site throughout the day. I will speak to the team 

and see if staff can do anything about it and 

potentially ask for extra cleaning. We will also 

put up signage to remind students to clean up 

after themselves.

FM to investigate the 

standard of the cleaning and 

the need for extra staff.

FM to put up signage to 

remind students to clean up 

after themselves.

Reps- The toilet cleanliness is an issue and the renovation plan 

does not seem to be clear. We were promised it will get better at 

the beginning of the term. 

FM- The painter has gone around. The amount 

of toilets for the building is a problem.

TSM- The Media block was refurbished last 

summer. The Design block will be refurbished 

this summer. We will hear back on exact 

number of refurbished soon.

TSM to inform SU about the 

refurbishment updates. 

TSM- We will be producing folded maps of the 

site that will be made available from 

September. I will ask the toilets to be added on.

FM- There are talks about making a floor plan 

for each floor in progress. 

Water 

fountains
Various

Reps- We would like more water fountains. The one in the canteen 

next to the vending machine keeps breaking and is often leaking.

FM- I am not aware who looks after them but I 

can find out and fix it. I will also look into having 

more water fountains.

FM to speak to the Project 

Client Manager about water 

fountains.

TSM to ask the toilet location 

to be added on the new 

maps. 

Reps- We don't even know where the toilets are. May be a map or 

directory for each floor?

Condition of 

the toilets
Various

Estates


